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About This Game

Addictive apocalyptic action! For how long can you survive this vast onslaught of deadly attacks? Try to survive as long as you
can and longer than your friends and all other players from around the world in this highly addictive space action runner!

Easy to learn but hard to master

Jumping and changing direction – those are the only things you need to learn. But to survive in this chaotic space, timing and
precision makes all the difference. Watch out for deadly energy beams and time your next jump to survive and venture further

into the chaos!

A less one-dimensional endless runner

One Final Chaos utilizes the core two-button gameplay which popularized the 2D Endless Runner genre. But the unique
arrangement of the procedurally generated levels offers the player more agency over which path to take.

The perfect downtime-game

Stuck in matchmaking? OFC is played in quick spurts - on harder game modes you are lucky to survive 30 seconds. This makes
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it a great game to play during waiting times!

Over 15 different game modes

OFC can be played in many different ways. Choose between different game modes to customize your deadly experience!

Compete against the best and become a paragon of the multiverse

Challenge the best runs from other players in the glorious quest to become the champion of survival in space! Master the chaos
and climb the leaderboards! Watch replays of other players to learn from the best!
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Title: One Final Chaos
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Pusselbit, Sweet Studio Labs
Publisher:
A Sweet Studio
Release Date: 21 Oct, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo 2.4Ghz or Higher / AMD 3Ghz or Higher

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia 8600 / Radeon equivalent (2009 era)

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 150 MB available space

English
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One of the easier charicters and much like his Frieza saga counterpart his assist is good and he is a good rush down charicter
(might be better than the other Vegetas) hes pretty easy to play too so if you suck at fighting games and mash buttions and spam
auto combos (like me) then hes for you.. NEVER PLAYED A MORE FRUSTRATING GAME. You know those strategy flash
games where there are nodes that generate arbitrary numbers and you set them on enemy nodes to capture them? same frigging
thing as this game. In my humble opinion NOT with two friggin red cents. Worth the small price. YOU GET TO STAB
PEOPLE WITH THE AMERICAN FLAG
10\/10. Good game but there are lots of bugs that needs to be fixed. Short story. I r8 8\/8 m8. Fair warning, this is a terrible 
review. Not a terrible game :)

I enjoyed playing this game last year. It was one of the better quality VR games, with decent visuals, narration driven,
fun gameplay, choice of loco.

Im writing this terrible review as I just found out the game has been hit with a bunch of negative reviews from buyers
who thought it was Apex Legends and felt scammed....................

...... yeah.

Good game, worth probably near its full asking.. The developers have created another great expansion to the long
running Talisman series of expansions and boards. This addon contributes new characters, mechanics, the missing
corner of the board, and a lot of good quality of life improvements. More options is always great with Talisman. The
new fate system adds more complexity and strategy with the Fate system. Do you use your fate to help yourself, or do
you try to mess with other players? I like the new characters, but remember that this is not a game known for balenced
play. Some characters will perform better or worse depending on player choice, items, mechanics, or just plan bad luck.

Should you buy this expansion? This DLC adds more things to the game, which is a double-edged sword. It's an
absolute must buy for fans of the series, but those on the fence may want to instead try DLC that instead enhances play
and doesn't add more rules. Consider buying the Frostmarch or the Sacred Pool first for more fun cards, then try the
Reaper, Bloodmoon, or another corner first.. A really cool game from Gattai Games, Stifled is a horror game that not
only has an intresting story, but it's also fun which a lot of horror games fail to bring these days, with unique
echolocation mechanic to explore the envoiorment and make your way around the game, very fun to play with
microphone and see those stisfying echo waves revealing the pretty enviorment which is also stsfying to look at, stifled
is just fun and nice. Only draw back in my opinion is the 20$ price, considering this game is very short, regardless I
was very happy with this purches.
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Great fun! Hope it comes on consoles!. Need the horn to be fixed. That is my only complaint. Interior sound of horn is like a
BR steam engine whistle. Exterior sound is delayed\/unreal.. Wow. My expectations weren't too high for this DLC, but it was
worth it. Feels just like the first one. Some may even argue that it's better. Excellent Job, Red Barrels! You've done it again..
Most bang for your buck. Best to get when on sale otherwise its just an ok deal.

25,000 gold alone makes this worth it. Then you got the bonus which is stack-able, Plus the fleet strength of the noob ships.

I would use gold to get a (R15)T5 Spatial scanner, and a Rockwell if you don't have a t5(R15) Tackler.

If you have enough gold left get the Mauler. Its the only premium ship that does not have a good earn-able ships counter.

Again best to buy ship and modules during sales as the prices are way too high

I have been playing this game since 2012. I have all dlc. This is the best dlc for your dollar.. This game is an absolute
piece of \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 don't spend any money on it. Couldn't
even play the bloody \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 game.
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.
Thank you.. Better start play "Jones in the Fast Lane" again. It is by far much better...

But to the Grand Life... I did want to have it a very long time and waited for a discount. When the lunar sales happened
(-35%) I took my chance.

Oh and how I am disappointed. Maybe my mistake, that I was/am too much influenced by Jones, and did hope for a
"Jones 2.0". But it is maybe Jones 0.5? The graphics are boring and the map is too filled with all. Jones was simple but
fun. This is "complex" but no fun.

Try Jones (free and legal download), or the demo of this game (I saw it only after I did buy). But please, do not expect
too much.... Great game, bad port.
Avoid dotemu.. I really liked the darker tone to the game, almost as if it was Baldurs Gate meets Diablo. Good game..
the game is so clunky it hurts the controls are horrible the voice acting is terrible the animations are worse than
resident evil 2 but on a more polished base the guns are appallingly inacurate and pretty much useless but the game can
be quite challenging and is strangely entertaining and has this odd attractive glimmer to it i wouldnt pay more than £1
for it but its a decent time killer
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